Erasmus + KA2 project “Key to the Future- collaboration in Robotics for Modern
Education”
Nr. 2017-1-HU01-KA219-036001_2
Project partners‘ meeting in Alytus vocational training centre, Alytus, Lithuania
May 6-12 th, 2018
Participnts: students and teachers from Hungary( coordinators), Italy, Greece, Romania, Lithuania.
May 6th: Arrivals day
May 7th: 9:00 Welcome ceremony at school. Presentations of schools, Alytus and Lithuania. Wishes
and the first impressions about Alytus and Lithuania by partners.
12:00 Lunch at school
13:00- 17:00 We had a trip in Alytus to get to know the city and its cultural and historical places. We
visited Alytus mound and a White Rose bridge, Handicrafts school and its museum, Alytus Youth
park, Liberty Statue. Students had a great opportunity to communicate and get to know each other.

May 8th: 9:00- 12:00 we visited two factories in Alytus (car factory „Astra“ and MV GROUP
PRODUCTION, AB ALITA factory). Students and teachers saw different robotized machine tools,
were informed how they work and what benefits they have in a company‘s production.

May 9th: 9:00- 17:00 we had a trip to Kaunas, the second largest city in Lithuania. We had a cultural
trip around the Old Town, Kaunas Rotušė and visited Kaunas University of Technology, Electrics
and Electronics faculty. Professor Virginijus Baranauskas agreed to accept us and to show what
equipment students use in practice studying robotics. Also, Kaunas University of Technology
students showed their final practical works and explained how they work. Students were interested in
these activities, especially mini train platform project, a lawn mower and a chess board where a hand
of a robot moves chess from one place to another.

May 10th: 9:00- 16:00 we had a training session at school. IT teacher Irmantas Grimalauskas worked
with students in a robotics field. They were programming and constructing LEGO robots and
participated in a robots race. The constructed robots might not cross the fixed lines and come to the
finish first. Students were involved in the activity creating international teams. Thus, they
communicated and discussed about the robots construction and programming pecularities.

May 11th: 9:00-12:00 The Project team made a review about the week‘s work. There was organized
a closing meeting ceremony at school, the certificates were presented.
13:00- 18:00 Visit to a Resort town Birštonas. Project partners climbed to Vytautas Hill, visited Open
Air Graduation Tower, Kneipp Garden, Birutes Vila, Youth park, St. Anthony the Padua church and
were admiring the beautiful nature.

May 12th: Departure Day
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